Teaching awards presented to six

Six awards of $200 each have been presented to young staff members of the Department of Electrical Engineering for excellence in teaching.

The Supervisor of Inventories Service, Inc. Awards were given to Martin Eisenberg '64, Mitchell Bernard Lazarus, Ronald William Scherer, and Alton Parker Tripp, Jr. '64. This award was established to aid graduate students "who have demonstrated an interest and proficiency in teaching."

The Carlson E. Tucker Awards, established upon the retirement of Professor Tucker as executive officer of the department, were won by Walter Henry Berning '63 and Ronald Richard Parker.

Ambrose attacked

Militia use tear gas bombs

(Continued from Page 1) to escape, was severely beaten before he was finally thrown out.

Victims run gauntlet

Everyone in the building was then forced to run a gauntlet consisting of two lines of police armed with the same kind clubs. "I think the best way to describe how they swung is to say they swung as a baseball player swings at a bat, only wildly and without accuracy. I was hit seven or eight times."

No one was exempt from this experience. All the doors, various distinguished professors, the most distinguished geologist in the country, a man over 70 years of age, and many young girls were beaten. All were then taken to police stations and released several hours later.

The professor was most shocked at the degree of hatred exhibited by the shooting soldiers. "I have never faced hate-filled people before, and it is more frightening than I know how to describe. These soldiers clearly had been worked into a violent emotional state before they were sent in to attack us, and I wondered what kind of preparation they had received to produce this hatred."

And I wondered at the behavior by the government is going to set back seriously the development of the country in my opinion, far many reasons including that many of the best professors will leave to take positions elsewhere." 100 signatures collected

In addition, Professor Ambrose received the signatures of 100 professors from all over the US and Canada who expressed their support of his open letter to the Argentine government.

Signers include Dr. Jerome B. Winer, Dean of the School of Science at MIT.

Professor's third visit

This year's experience in Argentina occurred during the professor's third visit to the country. In 1968 he was in the country for one month, to teach mathematics, and in 1966 he returned for 7 months as a UNESCO Professor.

Why Doesn't Pepe Play His Guitar Anymore?

PEPE found that EVEN HE could assemble H. H. Scott KITS. While HE reads English with difficulty, he found Scott's FULL COLOR PICTORIAL Assembly Manual entirely clear.

But what REALLY made him abandon his guitar was listening to his MARIACHI RECORDS...

And with all the MONEY HE SAVED he found he could buy plenty of Tequila and Enchiladas.

By the way, Pepe will serve you a free CUP OF COFFEE w hile Audio Designs Technicians do a PERFORMANCE CHECK on your equipment. Upon completion— NO CHARGE — 2 yr. guarantee on Parts.

Our Byword is PATRONAGE...